
Decentralized pooled 
predictions protocol
Run games you know and love in a pooled “no-house” 
setup for true-probability based best returns to your 
users. Virtual floor tech-stack in web3 and metaverse 
environments for sports, politics, crypto projects, card 
games, casino games, dice games and much more. All in 
one place.

GET STARTED



DoubleDice is a non-custodial pooled predictions 
protocol-as-a-service

Use our plug-and play turnkey tech-stack to own, 
promote and run pooled prediction markets in web3 
and metaverse environments

DoubleDice Summary

Owners: Hosting fee revenue = No risk money-churner
Players: No-house gaming = true odds, transparency and fairness

Web3 
prediction 

markets on 
sports,  politics, 

crypto, and 
more 

Metaverse 
gaming rooms 
for  dice, card, 

and casino 
games

Plug and play 
turnkey tech-

stack

Users open their 
own rooms/bets



Constellation 
$DAG marketcap
$581m

Top 5 crypto with 
651% gain

Partners include

+         ecosystem = great potential

Constellation and Lattice 
incubated projects have 
collectively raised more than $20m

Listings on leading CEXs 
(KuCoin, Gate.io, etc.)

DoubleDice joins a vibrant ecosystem

Cumulative 50k+  community 
members.
Eco-system has numerous 
partnerships in progress 



Create fair 
gaming and 
embed creator 
economy
Play with true odds in decentralized 
pooled setting

Users stake $DODI to run prediction 
markets and gaming rooms using 
DoubleDice plug-and-play stack

Users earn money as a % of pooled 
monies

DoubleDice Mission



No-house. 
Just players.

Traditionally, playing the house = possible 
unfavourable pay-outs + need to inject liquidity

DoubleDice “no- house” pooled environment = 
zero exposure to unfavourable betting/gaming 
outcomes + no need to inject liquidity

Pooled gaming gives players true odds & better 
returns. Players enjoy the bets and games 
knowing you only go against fellow players

The decentralized tech stack ensures complete 
transparency at all times

Advantage owners/creators Advantage players

See why DoubleDice pooled setup is the best solution 
for prediction markets and gaming creators AND the 
players



DoubleDice the ultimate gaming metaverse 
For the people, by the people



Create and run 
predictions on 
any topic you 
fancy

You are only limited by your 
creativity at DoubleDice

Launching March 2022



Metaverse 
gaming 
rooms on 
tap

All games run 
autonomously on 
DoubleDice, letting 
you focus on 
marketing

Actual screen shots from DoubleDice metaverse

Launching Q4 2022



Unbranded bets 
and rooms

Discounted rates for longer 
term staking (10m standard 
rate). Stake for as long as you 
like to secure the discounted 
rate for longer

Branded partner 
bets and rooms

Partner to get branded 
presence. Stake 100m $DODI 
for 20 bets/rooms. Monetize 
the community and promote 
your NFT and gaming sales

Bespoke gaming 
metaverse presence

We create the casino 
structure to match your 
desired design for immediate 
awe and recognition + 
Branded partner benefits

Engage your players the best you can



GET STARTED

Go forth and conquer 
the gaming universe

🌐 www.doubledice.com

https://twitter.com/DoubleDice_com

https://t.me/DoubleDiceOfficial


